The free energy difference between complexes of the restriction nuclease EcoRI with nonspecific DNA and with the enzyme's recognition sequence is linearly dependent on the water chemical potential of the solution, set using several very different solutes, ranging from glycine and glycerol to triethylene glycol and sucrose. This osmotic dependence indicates that the nonspecific complex sequesters some 110 waters more than the specific complex with the recognition sequence. The insensitivity of the difference in number of waters released to the solute identity further indicates that this water is sequestered in a space that is sterically inaccessible to solutes, most likely at the protein-DNA interface of the nonspecific complex. Calculations based on the structure of the specific complex suggest that the apposing DNA and protein surfaces in the nonspecific complex retain approximately a full hydration layer of water.
The correct functioning of transcription factors and other regulatory proteins that recognize specific DNA sequences requires not only binding with high affinity to the proper sequence but also the ability to distinguish effectively the recognition sequence from all others, including ones that differ by only 1 or 2 bp. A key problem in biophysics is understanding how such binding strength and specificity are so tightly linked in recognition reactions. As yet, there is no simple way to connect structure, derived from x-ray crystallography or NMR, with thermodynamics and with the physics of molecular interactions between individual groups on apposing surfaces. Direct measurements of forces between macromolecules in condensed arrays (reviewed in ref. 1) have been interpreted as showing the dominance of water structuring on interaction energies at close surface separation (<10-15 A). These measurements suggest that differences in binding free energies for the association of proteins to different DNA sequences in dilute solution should correlate with differences in the number of water molecules retained in the complexes. Crystal structures of many specific DNA-protein complexes show that direct DNA-protein contacts mostly replace DNA-water and protein-water interactions with little or no water left at the interface (2, 3) . Comparison of the crystal structure of the estrogen receptor-like DNA binding domain with a noncognate DNA sequence that has a binding constant about an order of magnitude smaller than the recognition sequence shows several additional waters incorporated at the interface between protein and DNA that are not seen in the specific complex (4) . Just as differences in proton or salt binding accompanying macromolecular reactions can be thermodynamically probed by the sensitivity of the reaction to pH or salt activity, respectively, differences in the number of water molecules retained by different complexes can be determined from the dependence of binding equilibrium constants on the bulk water activity, controlled by the concentration of added solutes (5) .
A paradigm for specific recognition is the binding of restriction nucleases to DNA. The in vivo action of these enzymes at incorrect sequences carries a high penalty. The restriction nuclease EcoRI binds to its canonical site, GAATTC, with a constant -1011 M-1 in 0.1 M salt but decreases by a factor of 103 to 104 when any one of the 6 bp is changed (6) , to values nearly indistinguishable from nonspecific binding (_107 M-1).
We report here that the ability of a nonspecific DNA, poly(dIdC).poly(dI-dC), to compete with a DNA fragment containing the specific EcoRI site for restriction nuclease binding is strongly dependent on bulk water activity. Competitive binding reactions between DNA sequences are not only more easily measured but also more directly relevant for probing the specificity of recognition than measurements of the binding of protein free in solution to cognate DNA sequences. With increasing concentration of neutral solutes, the ability of poly(dI-dC)-poly(dI-dC) to compete with specific fragment for EcoRI binding decreases significantly. The free energy difference between specific and nonspecific DNA-protein complexes increases linearly with water chemical potential, consistent with an osmotic effect of solute rather than direct binding. The observed dependence on water activity translates into some 110 water molecules that are released in forming the specific complex but are retained in the nonspecific complex. Further, this number of waters is independent of the chemical nature of the solute used to control water activity and, consequently, reflects a structurally well-defined, water-filled volume associated with the nonspecific complex that sterically excludes solute. It is reasonably expected that this sequestered water is at the protein-DNA interface.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. The plasmid pUC19 and restriction enzymes EcoRI and PvuII were purchased from New England Biolabs and used without further purification. The 322-bp fragment DNA carrying the EcoRI binding site, GAATTC, was isolated from PvuII digestion of pUC19 using standard agarose gel techniques. The synthetic polynucleotide poly(dI-dC)-poly(dIdC) was purchased from Pharmacia. To avoid interference with visualization of the 322-bp fragment, the size of the poly(dI-dC)-poly(dI-dC) was reduced to less than 200 bp by extensive hydrolysis (several hours) at 94°C, followed by slow cooling and concentration by ethanol precipitation. Plasmid DNA and polynucleotide concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically using molar (base pair) extinction coefficients of 1.33 x 104 and 1.48 x 104, respectively. Absorption spectra were obtained with a Shimadzu UV-2101PC spectrophotometer.
Betaine glycine was purchased from United States Biochemical, triethylene glycol and methyl glucoside were from Fluka, sucrose and glycerol were from Mallinckrodt, and glycine was from Bio-Rad. All were used without further purification. Water chemical potentials are linearly proportional to solute osmolal concentrations (dp, = All gel mobility-shift experiments were performed with 1.5% agarose gels rather than polyacrylamide as is standard for this type of experiment (7, 8) . Well-separated and easily quantitated bands for DNA-protein complex and free DNA were seen using agarose gels with EcoRI binding. The stability of protein-DNA complexes during the gel experiment was probed previously (9) by monitoring the fraction of DNA in complex as a function of time of electrophoresis as described by Fried (8) . No dependence of the fraction complex on the time of gel electrophoresis was observed.
Titration both of the protein with the specific DNA fragment and of the DNA with protein verified that the binding of active protein to the specific sequence was stoichiometric under the experimental conditions used. Specifically, at constant protein concentration and with no added competitor DNA, the total amount of specific EcoRI-DNA complex is constant over the EcoRI sites concentration range of 1-10 nM, corresponding to a 10-90% range of fraction-bound DNA. The error in the measurement of complex only allows a lower bound estimate of the association binding constant of at least 3 x 1010 M-1. The amount of active EcoRI protein in the stock solution increases somewhat, depending on the osmolyte nature, with increasing osmolyte concentration. Protein binding is still stoichiometric under the experimental conditions used.
Quantitation and Data Analysis. DNA bands on agarose gels were visualized and quantitated with SYBR Green I (Molecular Probes) staining. The gels were photographed with a Panasonic BD 400 videocamera (averaging 128 frames) connected to a Macintosh IIfx microcomputer, and two Spectroline (Spectronics, Westbury, NY) X-Series UV 254-nm epi-illuminating lamps were used for excitation of the dye fluorescence. Band intensities were quantitated using IMAGE (version 1.45) and specialized macros developed for us. The linearity of the system response was confirmed from the linearity of bands intensities versus DNA size for pBR322 DNA fragments generated by MspI digestion.
The ability of poly(dI-dC)-poly(dI-dC) to compete with specific fragment for the EcoRI binding depends on the ratio between specific (sp) and non-specific (nonsp) DNA constants (Kcomp = Ksp/Knonsp) (10, 11 [2] where fo is the experimentally determined fraction of specific fragment with bound EcoRI at [poly(dI-dC)-poly(dI-dC)] = 0.
With these simplifications, [3] f K~~comp [DNAspltotal determined from the slope of the best-fitting line to the data in Fig. 3 as described in Parsegian and coworkers (5),
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The best fit to all the data gives An, = -110 -+-15. The negative sign means that the nonspecific complex sequesters more water than the specific one. (18) . The apparent Anw for sucrose, for example, is about 3-4 times larger than for glycerol.
The insensitivity of An. for the transfer of EcoRI from poly(dI-dC)-poly(dI-dC) to its recognition sequence to solute size and nature is consistent with a difference in exclusion of solutes from 110 water molecules that is strictly steric. Since the crystal structure of the specific EcoRI-DNA complex (19, 20) shows essentially anhydrous contact between the two surfaces, these 110 waters are sequestered in the nonspecific complex, sterically inaccessible to solute, probably at the protein-DNA interface. Fig. 4 shows a schematic representation illustrating the different classes of water that exclude solute and are coupled with DNA-protein complex formation. The surfaces of free protein and DNA are well-exposed to the bulk solution. Net exclusion of solute is likely dominated by preferential hydration and, therefore, sensitive to solute size and chemical nature. As seen in many crystal structures, the interface between protein and DNA in specific complexes has little or no water remaining. The remaining exposed surface area, however, still excludes solute by a preferential hydration. The effect of solutes on the specific binding of protein free in solution is, therefore, expected to be dominated by changes in the exposed surface area that preferentially excludes solute. This is consistent, for example, with the results for the binding of free gal repressor to operator (11) . The results for EcoRI-DNA complexes suggest that the contact area between protein and DNA in a nonspecific complex delimits a structurally well-defined volume of water sterically inaccessible to the several different solutes used here and that changes in solute exposed surface area between nonspecific and specific complexes are small in comparison. The difference in soluteinaccessible water observed between the specific and nonspecific complexes is a thermodynamic parameter that measures a structural difference in the closeness of contact between protein and DNA surfaces. If there are no changes in DNA or protein conformation of surfaces still exposed to bulk solution between the specific and nonspecific complexes, then preferential interactions will not contribute to changes in the competitive binding constant. The slight dependence of An, on solute identity remaining could reflect these preferential interactions and small difference in solute-accessible surface area due either to a small difference in protein-DNA overlap areas or to a small change in protein or DNA conformation between the specific and nonspecific complexes.
The close contact area between EcoRI and a DNA oligomer containing its recognition sequence can be estimated as 750-800 A2 from the crystal structure (19, 20) . If the area of a water molecule is taken as -10 A2, then a first hydration layer on these buried protein and DNA surfaces corresponds to -150-160 waters. If the nonspecific complex has about the same protein-DNA overlap area as the specific complex, then, to a first order approximation, the 110 more waters sequestered by the EcoRI-poly(dI-dC)-poly(dI-dC) complex than in the specific complex corresponds to almost a full complement of hydrating water at the interface, in contrast to the anhydrous interface of the specific complex.
The results of Garner and Rau (11) also suggested that the nonspecific complex of gal repressor retains the full hydration of the free protein and DNA. The difference in gal repressor binding to nonspecific poly(dI-dC)-poly(dI-dC) and specific operator sequences had a sensitivity to added sucrose consistent with Anw ---140, compared with -130 for the binding of free repressor also using sucrose. Ha and coworkers (21) (25, 26) showed that the increased digestion by EcoRI at star activity sequences caused by neutral solutes is correlated with water activity. The results seem to indicate that osmotic stress causes a loss in specificity of the enzyme activity, in contrast to the increase in binding specificity seen here. One interpretation of the star activity data consistent with the present experiments is that osmotic stress is modulating an equilibrium between a predominating nonspecific (water-mediated contact) and an energetically unfavorable, but enzymatically active, specific-like (direct protein-DNA contacts) modes of EcoRI binding to star activity sites.
We have restricted our experiments to comparatively low osmotic stresses Waters have been seen at the DNA-protein interface in crystal structures of several specific complexes, as, for example, the trp repressor/operator complex (27) and homeodomain-DNA complexes (28) (29) (30) . Garner and Rau (11) additionally inferred from osmotic stress experiments that six water molecules are released in the transfer of gal repressor from a complex with one operator sequence to a second that has a factor of two larger binding constant. Comparing crystal structures of complex of steroid receptor-like DNA-binding domains with cognate and "noncognate" DNA sequences that differ by a factor of about 10 in binding constant shows that the noncognate complex has several more waters at the interface than the specific complex (4, 31) . It is axiomatic that these waters are retained because the water-mediated protein-DNA interactions in these noncognate complexes are energetically more favorable than direct protein-DNA contacts. The retention of an approximately full hydration layer on the EcoRI and DNA surfaces in the nonspecific complex represents the extreme limit that few or no direct DNA-protein contacts are energetically preferred over the interactions with water. This suggests that there might be a correlation between the number of waters released in forming a complex and the binding free energy. In fact, a direct connection between molecular interactions and water structuring has been inferred from osmotic stress experiments on macroscopic ordered arrays of macromolecules. The measurement of forces (1) between many biopolymers (DNA, collagen, lipid bilayers, and several polysaccharides) demonstrate that classical double-layer electrostatics and van der Waals interactions, conventionally considered important, are simply not significant at close spacing (slO-15 A between surfaces) compared with the energies experimentally observed. The observed forces, both attractive Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93 (1996) XK, and repulsive, between a wide variety of polar surfaces (charged, net neutral, or even totally uncharged) are strikingly similar. The common characteristics led to the conclusion that the interaction between surfaces at close spacing is dominated by energies associated with the structuring of the intervening water. The water release parameter, An,, provides a convenient link between binding thermodynamics and structural changes that is necessary for further analysis of the molecular forces underlying sequence specific recognition.
